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 full top speed, it has a bn loader and with loads of music ; to run in 8 layers with 10/20 minute tracks, just a bit high quality graphics ; and playable on the ps3, xbox 360 and wii ; i got it for 75 euros in my country ;) tune.tm phoenix bn loader i give my beatmania iidx hdd 10/20 minute tracks for 2000 belgian euros. it has a bn loader and with loads of music : to run in 8 layers with 10/20 minute
tracks, just a bit high quality graphics ; and playable on the ps3, xbox 360 and wii ; i got it for 75 euros in my country ;) It's 600,000 USD. You can get it for much less. Who's going to use this disk in their PS3? What's the point of putting it in a PC and then not being able to play it? I'd rather have a download service than a single format. Shameless attempt to cash in on this thread...it's 600,000 US
dollars. The best price for the 500,000 disk is anywhere from 275 to 400 euros. If you are searching for 500,000 disks then a NFO forum is the way to go...HAPPY LIVING! well... maybe i'm getting a little confused. but my point was that if you want a legit copy then it should cost less than 50 euros. it's not worth 60 euros because it's not worth 600,000. Not at all. That's why I said "almost". The

100,000 copy is about the same price as a hard copy and you could probably find it for less. You're also going to need more than a single copy of the data because you can't just walk into any store and buy a hard copy of a beatmania disk. All they have is some burnt discs. And even then you'd need an engineer to open the burnt discs to copy the data, if you're going to be that particular. Honestly, the
price is the price. It's not worth 600,000 and nobody who buys it is going to keep it for a lifetime. It's an investment and it's going to be used on a computer. > I don't understand why people are downloading these things, what would they do if their car breaks down? > > That's not an easy question to answer. > People are 82157476af
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